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ABSTRACT 

 
The main objective of this capstone is to create a wholly-structured, well-modeled online business 

application and an e-commerce platform. Thanks to Husky n’ Me, customers will be able to 

purchase products for themselves and/or their beloved Husky. This will highlight the societal 

impact by raising awareness to Huskies, hence pets in general, and build more NGO’s to rescue 

them and hopefully diminish animal cruelty.  
 

The analysis phase of this startup will consist of three significant parts. The first part will be the 

overall business model that Husky n’ Me will be abiding by and exploring the requirements of the 

ecommerce business accordingly in order to optimally choose the best business model. The second 

part of the analysis is the end user requirements. Last but not least, the administrator requirements. 

These requirements will be the standard admin requirements that range from managing customers 

to managing transactions. The system design will lay the entire business architecture and model. 

This model will clearly illustrate the relationship between every entity that is concerned throughout 

building, developing, operating, and maintaining Husky n’ Me. The implementation along with 

testing are steps that are dependent on one another. The implementation phase will pinpoint the 

technologies that will be used in order to build the platform. Last but not least, the deployment and 

maintenance phase will be taken care of once Husky n’ Me will be ready, accomplishing and 

meeting all of the business, user, and admin requirements. 
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RESUMÉ  
 

 

L’objectif principal de ce projet est de créer une application d’entreprise en ligne et une plate-forme 

de commerce électronique, à la fois bien structurées et bien modélisées. Grâce à Husky n’ Me, les 

clients seront capables d’acheter des produits pour eux-mêmes et/ou pour leur Husky adorés. Ceci 

va mettre en avant l’impact sociétal en sensibilisant le public aux Huskies, ainsi que les animaux 

en général, et cela aidera à construire plus d’ONG afin de les sauver et, espérons-le, afin réduire et 

diminuer la cruauté envers les animaux. Husky n’ Me est inspiré d’événements et découvertes 

récents. 

 

La phase d’analyse de cette startup sera composée de trois parties significatives. La première partie 

sera le modèle général d’affaires que Husky n’ Me respectera ainsi que l’exploration des exigences 

du secteur d’activité du commerce électronique afin de choisir de manière optimal le meilleur 

modèle d’affaires. La deuxième partie de cette analyse concerne les exigences de l’utilisateur final. 

Et en dernier, les exigences de l’administrateur. Ces exigences seront les exigences standards d’un 

administrateur qui vont de la gestion des clients à la gestion des transactions. La conception du 

système établira l’ensemble de l’architecture et du modèle d’affaires. Ce modèle illustrera 

clairement la relation entre chaque entité qui est concernée par la construction, le développement, 

l’exploitation et la maintenant de Husky n’ Me. La mise en œuvre ainsi que les essais sont des 

étapes interdépendantes. La phase d’implémentation permettra de déterminer les technologies qui 

seront utilisées afin de construire la plateforme. Enfin, dernière phase mais non des moindres, la 

phase de déploiement et de maintenance sera prise en charge une fois que Husky n’ Me sera prêt, 

accomplissant et répondant à tous les besoins et exigences de l’entreprise, de l’utilisateur et de 

l’administrateur.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

This capstone is tending to be the firm base by which this startup will be launched. It amalgamates 

the scientist knowledge acquired as a computer scientist and as the strategic economic and business 

thinking. There is a motivation behind concentrating on this specific niche and it beholds a future 

for the online company.  

 

1.1    BACKGROUND 

Huskies, historically known as Arctic Huskies, and now are known as Siberian Huskies, are bred 

in Siberia. One of the most beautifully bred pets known with rich history of inspirational stories 

that takes place all around the world. One of which when they were able to rescue a small town 

from a spreading bacterial disease by retrieving its antitoxin after traveling a distance of 674 miles 

under the freezing weather of 23 degrees Celsius below the zero. Even airplanes could not take off 

or land under such conditions due to snow density. They were also heavily used by armies during 

the second world war for the purpose of rescuing and searching. Genuinely perceiving how 

affectionate these dogs are, which can be a negative trait if one tries to use them as guard dogs, this 

ecommerce platform will truly reveal their worth through various marketing strategies that will be 

implemented as part of the project. The products that will be sold in the store will have a symbolic 

meaning to the owner, and remind them of how that friendship needs to be flourished. From a 

computer science point of view, the platform that is presented will be designed with perfection, 

taking into account all the details that transitions a website from being a regular website, to a classy 

looking one. As prestigious as the breed of Siberian huskies can be, the website that concerns them 

needs to uphold to their standards.  

 

1.2    MOTIVATION 

Husky n’ Me is inspired by the events that truly brings down these wonderful arctic breed. There is 

a 100% increase rate of abandoned huskies every year, and this is being exacerbated by the famous 

crew of Game of Thrones. This breed is being used to mirror the mythical direwolves in the 

populated series of GoT, and since then, there have been a radical amelioration in demand for the 

breed. Nevertheless, many of these owners abandon them as their novelty fades away. Just when 
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the Siberian husky feels that they will be taken care of, they find themselves on the street, confused, 

when they had the world to give to their “owners.” Husky n’ Me is a platform that exacerbates the 

need to adopt this breed rather than buy it, and using our products, create the genuine bond that 

your husky deserves. Part of the profits will be transferred to nonprofit organizations that rescue 

these purely affectionate breed.  

 

1.3    REFERENCES 

• Appendices  

• Initial Specifications 

• Feasibility Study 

• Capstone Diaries 

 

1.4    DOCUMENT OVERVIEW 

This interim report is aimed to present the capstone project in a detailed manner. It will be present 

the background information, touch upon the methodology, and finally layout the STEEPLE 

analysis.  
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2 FEASIBILITY STUDY 

 

When accounting for an e-commerce, the feasibility study becomes a straightforward research 

process. Given the different business components that are associated with Husky N’ Me, how 

feasible is the business will primarily depend on the time, the costs and benefits of the business 

nature, besides the economic, societal, legal, and other factors. For an e-commerce business, and 

from a business perspective, the costs will mainly encapsulate the technological development 

aspect, running costs, consultancy support, and training camps. However, from a developer’s 

perspective, the business of the e-commerce website will mainly highlight the front end 

development, the back end development, database systems with registration/login, the client and 

admin sessions and how all of these components will interact with one another to accomplish the 

business requirements that includes: purchasing, fulfilling orders, tracking orders, receiving 

professional invoices, and constant interaction with clients’ emails to send promotions and 

discounts.  

 

Husky N’ Me will be targeting, in its beginning stages, the United States, for the purpose of fast 

delivery since the suppliers are operating within the Eastern region. In contrary to the traditional 

business, e-commerce is ultimately feasible in the sense that all the needed technologies are 

available for access. Furthermore, other benefits that comes with e-commerce business is the 

flexibility in terms of communication with customers, transparency in management when 

becoming a registered member, and more exposer. This subjects the developer to several security 

requirements that needs to be fulfilled in order to secure the customers’ data (SSL Connection).  

 

Thankfully, there are existing technologies that will allow for building an e-commerce business 

from scratch. For Husky N’ Me, the web development part will be done, initially using technologies 

that are open source and available. This is essential because Husky N’ Me’s vision is not to reinvent 

the wheel; therefore, technologies that will ensure the built-in speed and security for hosting will 

be used. The will ease the integration of other applications that the online wholesaler, supplier, and 

the drop shipper have in order to make it a completely enterprise level e-commerce website.  
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2.1    TECHNOLOGIES USED AND COSTS 

 

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) is the standard markup 

language for creating web pages and web applications. HTML describes 

the structure of a web page semantically and originally included cues for 

the appearance of the document. HTML 5 is the fifth and current major 

version of the HTML standard [1]. 

 

 

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a style sheet language used for describing 

the presentation of a document written in a markup language. Although most 

often used to set the visual style of web pages and user interfaces written 

in HTML and XHTML, the language can be applied to any XML document, 

including plain XML, SVG and XUL, and is applicable to rendering 

in speech, or on other media [2].  

 

Syntactically Awesome Stylesheet (SCSS) is a special type of file 

for SASS, a program written in Ruby that assembles CSS style 

sheets for a browser. SASS adds lots of additional functionality to 

CSS like variables, nesting and more which can make writing CSS 

easier and faster. SCSS files are processed by the server running a 

web app to output a traditional CSS that your browser can 

understand [3]. 

 

JavaScript (JS) is one of the three core technologies of World Wide 

Web content production. It is used to make webpages interactive and 

provide online programs. The majority of websites employ it, and all 

modern web browsers support it without the need for plug-ins by means 

of a built-in JavaScript engine [4]. 
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Liquid is an open-source template language created by Shopify and 

written in Ruby. It creates a bridge between an HTML file and a data 

store. It does this by allowing us to access variables from within a 

template with a simple to use, and readable, syntax [5]. 

 

 

 

JavaScript Object Notation or JSON is an open-standard file format that 

uses human-readable text to transmit data objects consisting of attribute–value 

pairs and array data types (or any other serializable value) [6]. 

 

 

 

Adobe Illustrator is a vector graphics editor developed and marketed by 

Adobe Systems. It is used in this project to optimally design the logo of the 

online company [7]. 

 

 

 

Adobe Photoshop is a raster graphics editor developed and published by 

Adobe Systems for MacOS and Windows [8]. 

 

 

 

Note:  

Most of the technologies that are used in this project are open-source and free. However, hosting 

the website costs $29 plan with an annual payment of $14. The domain name is being purchased 

from Shopify, this is due to the advantages that Shopify would offer me, such as hosting the entirety 

of the store’s database, managing it, and integrating the liquid part of the website with the data.  
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The Shopify platform understands what data to retrieve, and how to display it depending on the 

Liquid code. It might be a simple case of displaying the name of a product for example or something 

slightly more complex, such as showcasing a series of product images. The DNS is however, in 

reality, is purchased from OpenSRS; nevertheless, in this case, Shopify would handle the billing. 

The domain privacy could be managed directly through OpenSRS by requesting for OpenSRS 

credentials.  

 

2.2    TIME MANAGEMENT 

The following is the table of deadlines that needs to be met. The requirements are listed along with 

the week number it has to be completed in. Therefore, following the table below, the project seems 

feasible when the right approach in time management in accordance with the prioritizing tasks is 

being managed.  

 

Week Dates Requirements 

1 29-31/8 Project Selection 

2 4-8/9 Initial Specifications 

3 11-15/9 Feasibility Study and Analysis  

4-7  Interim Report and Weekly Diaries 

8-12  Weekly Diaries 

13 1/12 Final Report and Professional CV 

14 8/12 Project Defense 

15 11-15/12 Updated Final Report 

 

Table 2.2 List of Deadlines to Determine Time Feasibility 
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3 METHODOLOGY 
 

The methodology that this project will be following is purely a procedural one. It is close to agile 

methodology except that I am working by myself under the supervision of Dr. Harroud. Therefore, 

there are no team meetings. The first phase will be to conduct the market analysis followed by the 

STEEPLE analysis. These are crucial analyses since they will set the base by which the company 

will be operating. Next will come the functional and non-functional requirements.  

 

The next steps will consist of the core software engineering process, and it will follow the 

incremental model. This means increments of the project will be presented to my supervisor on a 

regular basis for fixing any mistakes or missing parts. This includes the design phase, which 

encapsulates both the website architectural model, and the business model that the project is 

implementing. Followed by the implementation phase and the testing phase. Last but not least, 

maintenance and evolution. Hence leading this project to be completed in a systematic, procedural, 

and incremental method.  

 

3.1    MARKET ANALYSIS 

First and foremost, the main countries that will be targeted is the United States. This is due to the 

shipping time. These are the two most convenient places given the short day ranges of free 

shipping. The company will try to expand into an international one; however, during its take off 

phase, the US are the optimal targets. Therefore, the analysis needs to be done at the national level 

of both of these countries.  

 

Demographically speaking, the total estimated US pet industry expenditures in 2017 alone is 

$69.36 billion. With a rate of increase of 5% per year. When breaking down the actual sales into 

categorical ones, then the following table is resulted: 
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Estimated Breakdowns Billions of dollars ($) 

Food 29.69 

Supplies  14.93 

Vet Care 16.62 

Live animal purchases 2.01 

Other Services 6.11 

Table 3.1: Sales in Pet Industry in 2017 

 

Almost 47% of Americans own a dog as a pet, and amongst the 47%, 20% own a Siberian husky. 

This makes the total sales dedicated to this breed to be $13.87 billion.  

 

The Market’s Need: This company will be 

penetrating the pet’s market. This means 

that the pet’s market is an existing one with 

the annual sales mentioned above. 

However, the pet’s market is too broad of 

a market to be penetrating. Nowadays, the 

competition is huge when one tries to 

launch broad. This is due to existing 

brands, wholesalers, and many other stores that have already built their names. Especially given 

the fact that social advertisement now became one of the most common strategies. This means if 

one goes broad, then the probability of the visitors to your store will be lower; however, if the 

market becomes more specific, then the targeted audience will become specific as well and the 

likelihood of them visiting your store will be much higher. This concept will be discussed later in 

the advertisement section of the report. In this case, Husky n’ Me will be along the lines of both 

market development and product development. The reason for penetrating market development is 

because of the small competition out there regarding this type of pet knowing the amount of fanatics 

of this breed out at the US. Product development penetration strategy would be mainly because our 
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product will have to be unique, matching the style of the website and representing the brand. It will 

be mostly specific to huskies rather than a general pet.  

 

3.2    SOFTWARE METHODOLOGY  

When it comes to choosing the right methodology that will be used throughout this project, it is 

essential to take into account the several factors and criteria that will help in deciding the type of 

methodology to be followed in the making of Husky n’ Me.  

 

First and foremost, the business model and the actual implementation of the platform that will 

pipeline the business aspect are time deviated. This means that there are several milestones to be 

attained and are defined because of time constraint. These milestones need to be achieved 

respectively and in a timely manner.  

 

Secondly, meeting objectives needs to be done in a rapid and continuous value. This is because the 

supervisor will need to be updated before the official release. This means that Dr. Harroud needs 

to verify the current capacities and, as a developer, I have to make sure that the small updates made 

respecting the milestone are heading towards complementing the business model. Henceforth, 

regular small releases is the optimal solution to this criterion.  

 

Therefore, given these crucial criteria, the best methodology to be followed is agile method. It is 

rather preferable to use it over heavyweight, mainly because of undefined scope, the deadlines to 

be respected, and the need of delivering rapid value. The methodology used by Shopify Developers 

Team is Scrum, therefore, it will seem only reasonable to abide by the same iterative and 

incremental agile software development framework. The Shopify Developers Team take care of 

the database systems of Husky n’ Me for scalability reasons; therefore, a simple sequential 

development process is to be followed to respect the deadlines as well as the accomplishment of 

the tasks.  

 

Scrum defines a set of practices that can be followed in software development projects, such as this 

one, to ameliorate some processes. The three phases that are concerned in Scrum are the initial 
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phase, series of sprint cycles, and finally the closure phase. The initial phase is where the planning 

of the general objectives is being established. Followed by series of sprint cycles, because the 

development processes in scrum are divided into cycles called sprints, and each cycle develops an 

increment of the system. Last but not least, the project closure phase basically wraps up the whole 

project.  

 

The process of scrum is: the sprint planning meeting, sprint, daily scrum, and finally the sprint 

review meeting. At the sprint planning meeting, product backlog is being assigned, which are tasks 

stemming from the project’s requirement list. Then the series of sprints begin, whereby the product 

will be designed, implemented, and tested during the sprint. In the sprint cycle, which will last for 

a week in this project, starts off by the product backlog, then after agreeing on the functionalities 

and the tasks that I should be working on under the supervision of Dr. Harroud, I would then 

organize myself to work efficiently and effectively in the development of the website. There is no 

scrum master because Husky n’ Me is my own startup, and is not a work done for a specific client 

by a group of teams. It is just me and my supervisor, Dr. Harroud, who are directing the project 

towards the business models and requirements.  

 

Last but not least, a retrospective meeting will be taking place in order to write down all the 

difficulties and successes that have been apparent through the sprint cycle in order to improve on 

them in the upcoming sprints. During the one week of each sprint cycle, there is a what should be 

“daily scrum,” or “daily stand up meeting,” but in our case, it is not daily, but alternatively twice a 

week, if needed, for any supervision. At the sprint review process, which is held by the end of the 

week, typically every Monday through delivering the weekly diaries, the following questions are 

answered and reported to the capstone coordinator:  

 

? What has been accomplished during the week? 

? What will be done for the upcoming week? 

? What are the main challenges faced? 
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All this respects the scrum process illustrated in the figure below, except the fact that there is daily 

scrum, because in this project’s case, we meet twice a week in case there are certain obstacles faced 

or questions that are concerned.   

 

 
Figure 3.2.1 Illustration of Scrum Process  

 

The following is the Gantt Chart that illustrates the timeline of the project. It adapts to the sprints 

that took place on a weekly basis as mentioned above.  
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Figure 3.2.2 Gantt Chart of the Initial Timeline of the Project  
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4 STEEPLE ANALYSIS 

 
4.1    SOCIO-CULTURAL FACTOR 

There is a major increase in fanatics of this breed around the world, especially the US whereby 

people tend to follow up series such as Game of Thrones, Twilight, and more that primarily adopt 

such breed to enhance their images. Furthermore, and ironically, they are also being abandoned 

because their owners who bought them for those sole reasons do not see their needs anymore. 

However, other owner who actually buy huskies because they want a pet never abandon them. 

Therefore, this web application will, first and foremost, raise awareness in adopting these fully 

creatures who are left abandoned instead of buying them. Secondly, it will sell products that will 

make them feel belonged to their owners since they deserve it, if not more.   

 

4.2    TECHNOLOGICAL FACTOR 

The graphical user interface will match the niche’s layout. It will be professionally and up-to-date 

looking web application with upmost and utter care of the most vivid of details. It is rather 

significant that the UI and UX are perfected. Not only shall the web application take care of the 

aspect of being user friendly in terms of design as well as enhancement of attractiveness, but also 

increase customer’s satisfaction and loyalty by providing the best interaction with the products 

inside the web application. From customer registration to thank you gifts, the flow of business 

needs to uphold the standard and the motivation of the web application.  

 

4.3    ECONOMIC FACTOR 

The use of open source technologies is of the main advantages of this startup. It makes it the least 

costly. The customer also does not have to pay for anything, but the products purchased. There are 

no paying plans offered on the web application. Discounts will be offered from time to time to 

loyal customers and depending on the market, such as Black Friday, Cyber Monday, and more. 

These types of promotions will be offered more during the last annual quarter.  
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4.4    ENVIRONMENTAL FACTOR 

There are no specific environmental factors that we are inspired to combat or vice versa. 

 

4.5    POLITICAL FACTOR 

No political implications are attached with this web application since it does not endorse any of the 

political parties in the US. 

 

4.6    LEGAL FACTOR 

No violations are made by the web applications in terms of laws and is abiding by the legal 

framework at the US. In fact, we are combatting the illegal notion of animal cruelty and 

abandoning.  

 

4.7    ETHICAL FACTOR 

No proprietary rights are being violated. All the pictures and external figures will be referenced 

properly. With regards to this web application, everything will be simply hosted properly, and the 

taxes will be managed accordingly, and names and logo are patented under my name. The video 

extract used on the homepage as well as the official Facebook Page is being given under the 

owner’s agreement. This is to avoid any possible copyrighted product violations. Furthermore, 

through the official resellers agreement/supply contract, a legal ground will be established between 

my company and the supplier in terms of not reselling existing brands that have. The supplier 

contract includes the following sections with their appropriate schedules and clauses: 

 

© Agreement to Supply 

© Duration 

© Quality 

© Quantities and Ordering Procedures 

© Delivery, Risk, & Ownership 

© Prices 

© Payment Terms 
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© Claims and Terminations 

© Force Majeure 

© Assignment and Subcontracting  

© Relationship of the Parties 

© Notices 

© Amendments and Additions 

© Law and Jurisdiction 

© Language 

 

This agreement will allow me to resell the products through my platform. This is due to the fact 

that I do not own the products, nor manufacture them, nor have any physical plant of their origin. 

Therefore, this agreement will create transparency in terms of reselling products that I do not own, 

and have no inventory. This is part of the ethical framework that the company following. 
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5 REQUIREMENTS 
 

In accordance to the functions that are to be considered in designing this online store, the 

requirement shall be classified into two categories: the functional and the non-functional 

requirements. The functional requirements will be focusing on the system functionalities and 

services; whereas the non-functional requirements will be defining the system properties and any 

other constraints. This will lead us to the software’s requirement specifications, where which an 

entire section will be allocated for it.  

 

5.1    Husky n’ Me - PERSPECTIVE 

This website must be available to any user with an internet connection and a hardware that could 

have access to the internet and provide one of these interfaces: laptop, notebook, tablets, and 

smartphones. The platform is scalable on each of these hardware devices. No specific software 

packages, nor memory storage specifications are needed. Moreover, the interface operates 

optimally, for the time being, on a laptop’s browser.  

 

5.2    Husky n’ Me – FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

A number of functions will be provided by Husky n’ Me. These functions are organized in the 

following table:  

 

Customer Requirements: 

Function Description Input/Action Output Process 
Sign In  A customer can be 

either a member or 
non-member 

Full name, ID, 
date of birth, 
On/Off campus, 
and email 
address 

Confirmation 
link sent to your 
email 

Retrieving 
credentials from 
the end-user 

Login A customer has email 
address (no 
restrictions), 
password (no 
restrictions) 

Email and 
password 

Success (if 
user’s 
information is 
correct) / Fail 
(if information 
is wrong) 

Retrieving 
credentials 
from customers 
database 
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Logout User if logged in can 
log out 

Logout button User logged 
out 

Close 
session 
Switch to 
guest mode 

Add to Cart The customer 
(Registered and non- 
registered) can add 
products to their cart  

Product to add Customer’s cart 
with the product 
chosen 

Redirects you to 
the customer to 
the cart and 
increments the 
cart notification 
by the quantity 
chosen 

Delete from 
Cart 

The customer 
(Registered and non- 
registered) can delete 
products from their 
cart 

Product to delete Customer’s cart 
without the 
chosen product 

Dynamically 
updates the cart 
and decrements 
the cart 
notification by 
the product and 
its quantity 
chosen 

View Cart The customer can 
display the cart and 
update the quantity of 
each product that was 
chosen from the cart 
itself 

Cart icon Customer’s cart 
that includes the 
products with 
the quantity 

Queries the 
items in the cart 
and displays 
cart.liquid in the 
scss file to view 
the contents of 
the saved cart 

Search Search for any key 
words 

The given 
keyword string  

Results that 
includes the 
keyword 
(Displayed as a 
list) 

Adaptable 
Shopify toolkits 
and advanced 
indexing to 
retrieve the 
keyword from 
the website 

Checkout The customer 
(Registered and non- 
registered) will 
checkout and provide 
the information 
needed in order to 
proceed with the 
payment of the 
purchased products 

Customer 
information 

The map of 
where the order 
placed and send 
an shipping 
confirmation 
invoice email to 
the customer 

Accessing the 
checkout API 
which is 
available via 
huskynme’s 
domain through 
https. Through 
polling and 
vaulting, a 
checkout will be 
created to 
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Shopify, polling 
the shipping 
rates (which will 
be at default = 0 
since we are 
offering only 
free shipping) 
and then finally 
vault the credit 
card to create the 
payment to 
Shopify and 
through using 
PayPal only 
 

 

 

Administrator Requirements: 

Function Description Input/Action Output Process 
List Order  List all the 

order that 
are being 
made by the 
customer 
after they 
checkout 
and made 
the 
necessary 
payments 

Orders 
dashboard 

List of orders 
made by 
customers. The 
orders come with 
their respective 
customer 
information and 
their shipping 
address 

Retrieving orders from the 
action GET 
/admin/orders.json 
and lists them upon 
receiving the respornse 
 

Fulfill Order The admin 
can choose 
to fulfill the 
order 
manually 

Redirection 
to the 
supplier’s 
platform to 
pay 

Order fulfilled, 
and a shipping 
confirmation is 
sent to the 
customer’s email 
account 

The order table has 
fulfillment. POST 
/admin/orders/#{id}/ 
fulfillments/#{id}/ 
complete.json{} 

Order 
Cancellation 

The admin 
can choose 
to cancel 
the order  

Cancel order An email is sent to 
the customer 

Fulfillment is canceled  
POST 
/admin/orders/#{id}/ 
fulfillments/#{id}/cancel.js
on 
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Add Product The admin 
can add the 
product   

Product to 
add 

A list of products 
available  

A product has a variant, 
image, and collect. 1 

Modify 
Product 

The admin 
can modify 
the product   

Product to be 
modified 

The product after 
modifications had 
been made 

Modifying all the fields 
within the .product class such 
as the price, title, or the 
thumbnail picture.  

Delete 
Product 

The 
customer 
(Registered 
and non- 
registered) 
can delete 
products 
from their 
cart 

Product to 
delete 

Customer’s cart 
without the 
chosen product 

Dynamically updates the 
cart and decrements the 
cart notification by the 
product and its quantity 
chosen 

Create 
Collection 

Collect is an 
object that 
allows to 
connect a 
product to a 
custom 
collection. 
Create 
collection is 
a function 
that an 
admin has 
to group the 

Create 
collection 

The list of 
products chosen in 
the custom 
collection  

Choose the products to be 
in the custom collection.  
POST /admin/collects.json 
{ 
  "collect": { 
    "body": "Jewelry" 
  } 
} 

                                                
1 POST /admin/products.json 
{ 
  "product": { 
    "title": "Husky Inclusive Necklace", 
    "body_html": "<strong>Products<\/strong>", 
    "vendor": "Husky n’ Me", 
    "product_type": "Husky", 
    "images": [ 
      { 
        "attachment": “attachment\n” 
      } 
    ] 
  } 
}	
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products in 
a logical 
manner.  

Modify 
Collection 

The admin 
can also 
modify the 
collection 

Modify the 
collection 

List of products to 
delete or add to the 
collection, and the 
final list of 
collections with the 
modifications done 
accordingly 

The collection page with the 
list opens, and upon clicking 
the collection, the collections 
details open and the admin 
can make the modifications 
needed and save them 

Delete 
Collection 

The admin 
can also 
delete the 
collection  

Delete the 
collection  

List without the 
deleted collection 

DELETE 
/admin/collects/#{id}.json 

Create 
Discounts 

Create a 
discount for 
loyal 
customers 
and send it to 
them through 
email 

Create 
discount  

Discount code Upon creating a discount, the 
admin can choose the 
discount type, which can 
either be a percentage 
decrease in price, or a dollar 
amount decrease in particular 
products, and more. The 
admin can either generate a 
random code or type the code 
himself 
 
POST /admin/price_rules/# 
{id}/discount_codes.json 
{ 
  "discount_code": { 
    "code":  
"Jewelry10%off" 
  } 
} 

Delete 
Discount 

The admin 
can delete a 
discount 

Delete 
discount 

No discount 
anymore – Original 
prices are replaced 

DELETE 
/admin/price_rules/#{id}/disc
ount_codes/#{id}.json 
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System Requirements: 

Features Shortcut Requirements 

Webstore Front-End Navigation & search – Product & catalog – Merchandising – Online 

Ordering – Accounts & membership – UX and UI friendly 

Site Management Administration & preview – Tagging – Product Catalog – Content 

Administration – Promotion Administration – Configuration Tools – 

Personalization Administration – System Tools  

Back-End Order management – Reports and Analytics 

Data Integration Importing the products from suppliers 

Security and 

Compliance 

Website host – Privacy setting for DNS - OpenSRS 

Fulfillment Full drop shipping – Logistics – Return & Exchanges 

Customer Care Customer service – Customer satisfaction – Notification emails at every 

step taken by the customer 

Design/Creative Brand identity – Copyrighting – Product thumbnails – Brand printing 

eMarketing SEO – Social Network Marketing – Email marketing  

 

 

5.3    Husky n’ Me – NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

 

     
Figure 5.3.1    Non-functional Requirements Map 
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Product Requirements: 

• Usability Requirements: The web application needs to be user friendly. The UI and the UX 

need to be optimally done in order to ensure an enjoyable journey while surfing the store. 

• Portability Requirements: The website should be usable in different environments. For the 

website to be portable, there needs to be a generalized abstraction between the application 

logic and the system interfaces.  

• Efficiency Requirements: Husky n’ Me requires no space since it will be rendered on the 

web browser. The performance of Husky n’ Me is not only a crucial product requirement, 

but also it will vastly effect the conversion rates and the sales we make. This is because 

ever split second counts when browsing through a store, and one second can cause us one 

sale. Through lowering the number of HTTP requests, correctly optimizing and displaying 

images, and using browser’s caching, the performance will be handled efficiently and 

effectively.  

• Reliability Requirements: Husky n’ Me should be reliable in terms of availability of the 

website. The mean time of failure as well as the rate of failure occurrence should be 

decreased. This makes the probability of unavailability much lower.  

• Security Requirements: The DNS security is ensured since www.huskynme.com is 

purchased from OpenSRS. WHOIS privacy is a service included by OpenSRS that hides 

the domain information from a WHOIS lookup and replaces my contact information with 

contactprivacy.com contact details. This allows your personal contact information to 

remain hidden from the public. 

 

 
Figure 5.3.2 Domain Extras Tab to Enable WHOIS Privacy 
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Figure 5.3.3    Enabling WHOIS Privacy 

  

 The user can also be confident that his/her information is secured since Shopify platform 

 and network are PCI Compliant. The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI 

 DSS) was founded by all the big credit and payment card companies. This is mainly made 

 to encourage companies to implement a standardized set of security measures to prevent 

 fraud. Furthermore, since Shopify does not actually retain any credit card information of 

 the customers during the e-commerce transactions, then hacking into the Shopify network 

 will be inane, because there will be nothing to get there in the first place. This is because 

 the data needed to authorize a transaction is passed directly through to the banks.  

 

Process Requirements: 

• Delivery Requirements: This project needs to respect all the deadlines listed above. 

Moreover, it needs to be documented properly with the right format.  

• Implementation Requirements: The website will be implemented using the technologies 

listed previously.  

• Standards Requirements: Husky n’ Me should follow all the ethical and academic standards 

during it building process. This includes the patenting and the copyrighting of the logo and 

having all the rights reserved, which has already been done. Moreover, the resellers 

agreement is a major part of ethical standards that needs to be abided by with each and 

every supplier. 
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External Requirements: 

• Safety Requirements: Husky n’ Me shall not cause any external hazardous harms. It should 

be safe to use, which it completely is.  

• Ethics: Husky n’ Me should comply to the IEEE standards and avoid any plagiarism 

attempts. Any violation to these regulations will result in severe consequences.  

• Privacy Requirements: As stated in the security sections, all credit cards information during 

transactions are being directly streamed to the respective banks. Therefore, in terms of 

privacy, nothing will be shared to the public. The email addresses collected from customers 

will be used for promotions and send any discount codes made for them to be used during 

checkout.   

 

5.4    USE CASE MODELING 

 
Figure 5.4.1    Use Case Diagram - Customer 
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Figure 5.4.2    Use Case Diagram - Admin 

 

The actors involved in the interaction within the Husky n’ Me system are: Customer, Shopify 

Authentication, PayPal, Admin, and the Supplier. Both figures above illustrate how these actors 

interact with the system in order to fulfill the business model of Husky n’ Me, which is to dropship 

the desired products to the customers. It is essential to note that in Figure 5.4.2, the use case of 

Manage Inventory is being shared. This is because, technically, Husky n’ Me does not own any 

type of inventory. This is crucial in making the capital investment as lowest as possible. All the 

products are owned by the supplier, and none are bought until the customer pays for them, and the 

order is being fulfilled using their own money, with the actual original price bought as a wholesale.  
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6 DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 
 

The design phase of Husky n’ Me consist of three primal models that built the basis of the 

ecommerce system. The first one is the Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD), and it can be defined 

as the graphical representation of all the data definitions concerned in building the relational 

database system of Husky n’ Me. The second on is the UML Class Diagram, which in itself is a 

unified modeling language that visualizes and mirrors the artefacts of the ecommerce system. 

Another UML that will be used in this phase to illustrate the different partition system 

functionalities is the Use Case Diagram. Last but not least, a UML Activity Diagram will be 

designed in order to juxtapose and show the intertwining of both the computational as well as the 

organizational processes.  

 

6.1    DATA MODELING – ENTITY RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM 

The database of Husky n’ Me is hosted by the third party - Shopify. All the relational mapping in 

terms of the entities involved in building Husky n’ Me is done by Shopify for scalability reasons. 

Since this is a startup that has long term goals, scalability is one of the most vital requirements in 

case of heavy customer load. One of the aims of making the business a successful one is through 

owning as many customer emails as possible, and this primarily helps in reminding them of our 

brand, hence brand reinforcement. Therefore, it is the safest to have a third party hosted database 

in order to ensure security and scalability for long term. The information provided is purely the 

logical and theoretical in terms of building the database of Husky n’ Me, and it is not generated by 

MySQL. Shopify uses MySQL in order to implement the client’s database, and the following 

database modelling diagrams are utterly logical and represent the way Shopify builds the database. 

 

6.1.1    NORMALIZATION  

Throughout building this platform’s database, a normalization process had to be implemented in 

order to derive to the final ERD. The preliminary brainstormed tables that are involved and that are 

subjected to changes are the following: 
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Figure 6.1.1    Theoretical Tables to be Normalized  

 

The normalization process that these tables will be going through are the standard ones, and it 

ranges from 1NF to the occasional 4NF.  

 

i. First Normal Form (1NF): 

At this phase, the database needs to zero duplicative columns, and separate them to make each 

unique column consisting of a Primary Key. 

 

Removing all the multivalued dependencies will lead to the following 1NF: 

 

CUSTOMER (user_name, address_1, address_2) 

ORDER (user_name, order_code, product_id, product_desc, quantity_stock,) 

 

ii. Second Normal Form (2NF): 

In addition to the rules of 1NF applied in this phase, there needs to be a deletion of data that applies 

to multiple rows of a table, and separate them. The create a relationship between the newly added 

entities with the older one through the use of Foreign Keys. 
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Removing all the partial dependencies will lead to the 2NF: 

 

CUSTOMER (user_name, address_1, address_2) 

CUSTOMER ORDER (user_name, order_code) 

ORDER (order_code, product_id, product_desc, quantity_stock,) 

 

iii. Third Normal Form (3NF): 

In addition to the rules of 2NF applied in this phase, this phase needs to eliminate all the columns 

that are not dependent on the Primary Key.  

 

Removing all the transitive dependencies will lead to the 2NF: 

 

CUSTOMER (user_name, address_1, address_2) 

CUSTOMER ORDER (user_name, order_code) // user_name is an FK now 

ORDER (order_code, product_id, quantity_stock,) 

PRODUCT (product_id, product_desc)  

 

iv. BCNF: 

In addition to the rules of 3NF, the Boyce-Codd normal form, which is denoted as BCNF and 

slightly stronger than 3NF requires us to remove all functional redundancies and intrakey ones.  

 

Removing all the intrakey dependencies will lead to the BCNF: 

 

CUSTOMER (user_name, address_1, address_2) 

CUSTOMER ORDER (user_name, order_code) // user_name becomes an FK  

ORDER (order_code, product_id, quantity_stock,) 

PRODUCT (product_id, product_desc)  
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6.1.2    ENTITY RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM 

Following the theoretical normalization example used in Husky n’ Me, the following shall be the 

result of the ERD logical data model: 

 

 
Figure 6.1.2    Logical Overall Data Model for Husky n’ Me 

 

6.2    UML DIAGRAMS 

The UML diagrams will attempt to provide an overall architectural basis for design through 

eliminating the the nonessential details. These diagrams will provide a robust notation through 

semantic models and syntactic notations in order to design the analysis. The two diagrams that will 

be contained in this section are structure and interaction diagrams. The structure diagram will be 

the Class Diagram, and the interaction diagram will be the Sequence Diagram. 

 

6.2.1    SYSTEM INTERACTION MODEL – SEQUENCE DIAGRAMS 

Top level use cases are utterly appropriate in the case of illustrating the system interaction because 

not only does it cover the system behavior, but also the sequence of interactions that the customer 

would perform in order to achieve a certain need.  
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Figure 6.2.1.1    Sequence Diagram – Browsing Products to be Purchased 

 

The above diagram illustrates one of the many possible success scenarios. In this case, the customer 

browses through the home page, to access the products either through the navigation bar menu 

(with drop-downs) or the list of Diverse Collections. The customer can also access the products 

through the buttons created for each type of collection that features the most appealing products. 

After accessing the category of the desired products, the customer can then sort the products 

through the following sorting options:  

 

§ Best Selling 

§ Alphabetically: A-Z 

§ Alphabetically: Z-A 

§ Price: Low to High 
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§ Price: High to Low 

§ Date: New to Old 

§ Date Old to New 

 

The customer can also choose to filter the products through choosing of the the two tags which are 

Owner and Husky. The main reason these two tags are implemented is because the products are 

categorized by either husky products or the husky’s owner products.  

 

 
Figure 6.2.1.2    Sequence Diagram – Checkout Process 

 

After the customer adds all the necessary products to the cart, he or she can navigate to the cart 

page and then with choose to Continue Shopping, Update, Remove, or Check Out. After entering 

the Checkout page, the customer will enter the customer’s information, verify the payment method, 

and finally review the order. The customer will also be given the choice to register if he or she is 

not a registered customer. 
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6.2.2    SYSTEM STRUCTURE MODEL – CLASS DIAGRAM 

The system structure of Husky n’ Me revolves around the concept of the cart. This is because, as a 

conceptual model, the cart is the concept that receives all the required information from the other 

elements of the system.  

 

The products are directly related to the cart as a list of variants. However, not all products at Husky 

n’ Me have variants. Some of the products have variants, which means a product with different 

sizes or different colors. Therefore, each product in this case has to be handled at the 

implementation level in terms of pricing, naming, shipping method privileges.  

 

Shipping is free for customers; however, it is not free when purchasing from the supplier, but the 

shopping price is integrated with the product’s price, and this will be covered in depth later in the 

pricing strategy. The cart can have the shipping address, and the customer can even choose the 

same address as the billing address.  

 

Whether the customer is registered or not, the same information is being asked for ranging from 

the customer’s name to the the address. Upon the completion of the checkout, the cart becomes an 

order. This order contains information about the shipping address, the payment, and customer’s 

information.  

 

The following page illustrates the class diagram that concerns the system of Husky n’ Me, taking 

into consideration the criteria mentioned. 
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Figure 6.2.2.1    Class Diagram – Husky n’ Me System 
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6.2.3    SYSTEM BEHAVIOR MODEL – STATE MACHINE DIAGRAMS 

With regards to the state diagrams of the system by which Husky n’ Me operates, it would be 

interesting to illustrate the dynamic flow of control from state to another of the shopping cart and 

entering the checkout process as a whole.  

 

 
 

Figure 6.2.3.1    State Diagram of Purchasing Process – Husky n’ Me System 

 
As the figure illustrates, a new cart is created if the cart is empty. The customer then modifies the 

cart as he or she pleases. The customer can then choose to proceed to checkout, and at any time 

choose to exit the checkout, and in this case, a notification email will be sent to the customer 

notifying them that they left what is called “an abandoned checkout.” Once entering the checkout 

process, the customer then enters the shipping address then the shipping method. After filling out 

all the required billing information, the system then charges the customer from their PayPal 

account. Once the payment is being confirmed and successfully processed, then the cart becomes 

an order that the administrator receives, and chooses to fulfill or reject. 
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7 IMPLEMENTATION 

 
At the level of the implementation, the source code is presented in order to describe the actual 

process of developing Husky n’ Me. Some of the examples are going to be illustrated in this section 

in order to show how each technology is applied to fulfill certain requirements throughout the 

process of building Husky n’ Me. Throughout building the entirety of the theme, it is essential to 

note that the front end needs to be built in such a way that would make the customer who purchases 

the theme to not do any heavy lifting when accessing variables. This is done through the 

combination of the following technologies that encapsulate other technologies used.  

 

7.1    Syntactically Awesome Stylesheets (SASS) – SCSS & CSS   

SCSS is special type of file for SASS. It basically assembles CSS style sheets for a browser. SASS 

adds lots of additional functionality to CSS. SCSS files are processed by the server running a web 

app to output a traditional CSS. Therefore, in building the Husky n’ Me theme that will be sold 

later, the use of SCSS is essential in that it encaps ulates CSS, because SCSS is a denotation for 

Sassy CSS, which is basically a superset of CSS3’s syntax. The use of SCSS in building the 

template of Husky n’ Me is it adds more power to make it more useful and productive in writing 

stable code. This will complement the use of liquid as will be seen later.  

 

The code in the next page is the main theme.scss file where the entirety of the home page, as well 

as the navigation bar that remains static in every page, is being handled. The example that is 

presented in the figure bellow is the Parallax effect that gives the modern look to the online 

platform. 
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Figure 7.1.1    Example of Handling the Parallax Effect – Slide Show 

 
The Parallax effect is being used in this case by fixing the background images that belong to the 

class .slideshow, through adding the CSS property background-attachment : fixed within the class 

.slideshow__image.  

 

The exact same method is used in the .hero class which uses constructs in order to set up an image 

with text overlay. This part makes the customer feel the modernity of the website when scrolling 

and gives back to back Parallax effect in order to make it seem more visually appealing, especially 

for the color contrast and the use of the right amount of opacity.  
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Figure 7.1.2    Example of Handling the Parallax Effect – Hero (Image with Text Overlay) 

 

The same applies to this case whereby the CSS property background-attachment: fixed is added.  

 

On the other hand, another example of the use of SCSS is through adding the hover effect when 

sub-menus of the navigation bar menu exist. Instead of clicking on the menu to display the sub-

menus, the hover effect is added as a functionality to make the UI and the UX a seamless 

experience. The below figure is a snapshot of how it is handled through partially using SCSS. 
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Figure 7.1.3    Example of Handling the Hover Effect in Navigation Dropdown 

 
Therefore, through the use of SCSS, the implementation phase becomes an easier task because of 

stability. SCSS allows for storing information in variables, so that these variables could be reused 

later. These variables are declared using the $ sign, and they could be declared in cases such as 

the following one:  

 

Figure 7.1.4    Example of Declaring Variables 
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Upon declaring these variables, they are going to be used later in order to be more timely efficient. 

The following snapshot will indicate how the variable $font-size-header, for example, that is being 

declared above to contain the size 36px, is used.  

 

 
Figure 7.1.5    Example of Using The Variable $font-size-header  

 

There are other advantages of using SCSS such as @import functionality, which may seem like 

CSS, but utterly differs in SCSS. The @import allows us to import snippets of CSS rather than 

skimming over stylesheets in order to find the appropriate style. Since SASS is a preprocessor, it 

means that it will pull the necessary file before compiling CSS. The CSS page will be handled by 

one HTTP request, instead of CSS’s @import which pulls stylesheets by making HTTP requests 

at each pull, which we usually try to avoid. Therefore, SCSS is used in order to be time efficient 

and at the same time construct a template that will be modifiable by customers upon purchasing it. 

 

7.2    LIQUID – Liquid & HTML    

Used in CMSs and flat file site generators, Liquid is one of the templating engines and languages 

that bridges between HTML file and the data store. Liquid allows the currently viewed entity to be 

displayed through abstraction and with zero knowledge about the actual entity itself and outputs 

the data. For instance, Shopify would populate a variable that is created, with all the products in a 

given collection, for example, without the developer having the actual data, and retrieve it from 

Shopify.  
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This is extremely advantageous because the template that is being implemented for Husky n’ Me 

does not need to be aware of the data, and Shopify will know what data we are asking it to retrieve, 

and also the way we want it to be displayed depending on how it is specified in the liquid code. 

This level of abstraction is utterly agnostic, which makes it sellable to any CMS that would use 

liquid in the development of its templates. 

 

The following is the best example of a liquid file which is theme.liquid, and it is considered to be 

the master template. This is primarily because any elements repeated in the theme should be placed 

here. These include the navigation menu, the header, and the footer.  

 

 
 Figure 7.2.1    Liquid Object {{ content_for_header }}  in theme.liquid  

  

The figure above illustrates the example of the header that is being used as a liquid construct. As 

can be seen inside the object, certain CSS rules are being created within the HTML <body> tag. 

These are called descendant selectors, which means that we can use descendent CSS selectors to 

output the template objects as CSS classes. The HTML tags are found in .liquid files because Liquid 

uses HTML to render the contents inside the file.  

 

Another example of the use of liquid is the customer account page. The file customers/login.liquid 

is being used when visitors try to log in.  
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Figure 7.2.2    Customer Login Form in customers/login.liquid 

 

The form tag is being initialized using the parameter customer_login. This form had two input 

types which are the email and the password, and they are specified using the attributes 

customer[email] and customer[password] respectively.  

 

7.3    JavaScript – JS    

In building Husky n’ Me, JS being an event-based imperative PL, is used to create interactive 

features of the website at the front end level and making dynamic interfaces. The following 

snapshot is taken from theme.js and it illustrates the slideshow section that is handled at the bottom 

of Husky n’ Me’s homepage with the video autoplay, and a picture as a backup.  
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Figure 7.3.1    JS Snapshot of Video Slideshow  

 

 

7.4    JavaScript Object Notation – JSON       

Being a lightweight data-interchange format, and structures data. The following is a standard 

example of the use of JSON as in contains the template’s settings. These settings are grouped into 

sections in accordance to their type. The following snapshot is a standard example of grouping 

these settings in the settings_data.json file. 
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Figure 7.4.1    JSON Notations for Featured Collections in Home Page 

  

As can be seen in the figure, the data such as layout, grid, rows, and more are being separated by 

commas. The curly braces hold the objects concerned. JSON is a straightforward object notation. 

 

7.5    Adobe Illustrator & Adobe Photoshop       

These two designing tools have been used extensively throughout perfecting the UI. Illustrator is 

used mainly in order to design the official logo of Husky n’ Me. Whereas Photoshop is used in 

order to integrate the logo with the product’s thumbnails, designing the T-Shirt, and ultimately 

perfecting the Homepage from top to bottom in terms of visual contents.  

 

Several Illustrator effects have been used in order to perfectly integrate the textual part of the logo 

with the curvature design. The contrast of colors is chosen perfectly to integrate with the over 

website’s color. The tools used in Illustrator range from curvature tools to the shape builder tools. 
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Figure 7.5.1    Making of Logo Snapshot  

 

On the other hand, Photoshop is used in order to design the thumbnail of every product, which is 

time consuming. Thanks to copyrights, the thumbnails can now have the logo of the company since 

the products are abiding by the reseller’s agreements.  

 

In the following example, the product Luminous Ring Husky Collar – LED Flashlight is being 

prioritized in the Homepage primarily because it is visually appealing to husky owners, and the 

collar’s color is unique when the logo is integrated to it. The logo is in a separate PNG file and is 

being modified in accordance to each and every product provided by the list of suppliers.  
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The following figure explicitly mirrors what is being described above. 

 

 
Figure 7.5.2    Example of Integrating Logo with Product Images 

 

The product images are given by the suppliers, and each product can have variants. Each variant 

will have its own image according to its specified attributes. In every case, the logo’s color is 

change in accordance to the product’s image in order to look visually appealing. The logos have 

the Different Clouds effect, and this effect reveals the classiness of every product.   
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8 SYSTEM TESTS 

 
The testing phase is a crucial phase in that it reveals whether the program is doing what it is 

supposed to, and if not, pinpoint the necessary defects before the official release. During the testing 

of the website, dummy products are to be used for web application execution. After checking the 

software’s non-functional attributes, and taking care of them, then we ensure that the application 

meets the expectations that were set for it.  

 

8.1    UNIT TESTING 

The unit testing is conducted in order to test components distinctively. After isolating the chunks 

of components, we test them individually in order to ensure that they meet the expectations. Since 

I am the developer and the tester, White Box testing approach is the appropriate way of conducting 

the unit test. This is because no abstraction is being constrained on my behalf, and I am subjected 

and have the privileged access to the complexity that underlies Husky n’ Me components. After 

testing each objects and classes with their properties, certain anomalies were revealed; but then 

they were eventually fixed.  

 

8.2    INTEGRATION TESTING 

When it comes to software components, they can often be composite components. These 

composing components have some interacting objects. Henceforth, upon testing the composite 

components, the behavior between the component interfaces should be verified to behave the way 

they are expected to. The general assumption that the unit tests of the distinct objects within the 

component are being done successfully is made. The top-down integration testing is the one that is 

conducted in this project’s case. The errors revealed were respectively handled, and the last layer 

of the integration testing involves testing the entirety of layers.  

 

8.3    SYSTEM TESTING 

During this testing, the interaction between the components is being tested in order to make sure 

that they are compatible. This step integrates components in order to create a system or a sub-
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system. This allowed to test increments before delivery, which is both efficient and effective 

because it allows for the verification of the system protection mechanisms from not interfering with 

data and conducting any unexpected alterations. This is part of the security testing. It also verifies 

the ability to recover from failures, and this is part of the recovery testing in the system testing. 

Furthermore, handling abnormal resource demand makes up the stress testing in that it checks how 

well it can deal with that. Moreover, the run-time performance of the software is being tested, and 

this is part of performance testing. Last but not least, a quality test is being conducted in increments 

in order to ensure availability, maintainability, and reliability.  

 

8.4    ACCEPTANCE TESTING 

Last but not least, acceptance testing takes place in order to ensure that the website meets all the 

requirement specifications of the customer and the administrator. It makes sure that the website 

application works in the normal work environment, which is my personal laptop. The alpha test 

took place at Dr. Harroud’s office, under his supervision, and the complete version worked. The 

beta test takes place at several computers, including my friends’, and family members, in order to 

ensure the optimal UI and UX.  
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9 BUSINESS MODEL  
 

The business model that Husky n’ Me is implementing, overall speaking, B2C. This means that the 

customer will view the available products displayed on our ecommerce platform, then order it. 

What is important to the customer is that the product that has been ordered reaches him during the 

time claimed, which is made transparent in the cart page. Transparency in conducting business is 

one of the crucial factors that makes the business succeed in the long-term. This factor will be 

referred to later in the report. However, and within the B2C model, Husky n’ Me operates using 

the drop shipping model.  

 

9.1    DROP SHIPPING BUSINESS MODEL 

In a brief definition, drop shipping is a business strategy by which the company selling online does 

not own any inventory, instead, it searches for approvals from different suppliers that own 

warehouses to ship their products to the customers that we bring to them. This strategy is also 

referred to as blind shipping, for the sole reason that we would not own the products as physical 

products. We know the products that we will be selling; nevertheless, we do not touch them. This 

is extremely beneficial because Husky n’ Me will be owning zero inventory. After getting 

agreements from different suppliers that would ship their products to the targeted customers, we 

then integrate the products in our website in order to sell them. It is also convenient and efficient 

in the sense that not worrying about fulfillment and database scalability will leave major excess 

room for marketing plans and advertising strategies to be implemented, which will be covered later. 

Mobility is another major advantage of having a business that operate solely online because we can 

make business at any time, any place. Last but not least, it is a trusted model, and many retailers 

such as Sears, Jack & Jones, and Zara make money using partially drop shipping models (partially 

because they also have physical locations) in order to eliminate the hassle of heavy inventory.  
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The following is a diagram that illustrates the cycle involved in this business model of drop 

shipping:  

 

 
Figure 9.1.2    Example of Integrating Logo with Product Images 

 

How will Husky n’ Me make money? – The difference between the retail price and the wholesale 

price is the profit Husky n’ Me will be making. This is because we will use the customers’ money 

after they have produced the product to purchase it from the drop ship supplier. However, to find 

these types of suppliers, a great deal of research process had to be conducted.  

 

9.2    FINDING SUPPLIERS – THE STRATEGY   

Finding the right suppliers is one of the most challenging tasks of this business. This is because the 

internet is full of scams, and one needs to perceive all the tricks in order to filter out the possible 

suppliers to take into consideration. Therefore, to follow this strategy, there are several 

brainstorming questions that led me to thinking towards the right path: 

 

✍ Why is it significant to work with real suppliers?  

✍ How to find a legitimate drop ship supplier? 
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✍ How to pinpoint the ones to avoid? 

✍ How to contact the supplier? 

 

These questions are extremely crucial because this will distinguish Husky n’ Me and give it an 

added value since most people trying to start a business would actually and simply search and 

access the results using a limited amount of keywords. These search results are accessed by almost 

everyone who has the same aim; therefore, a strategy needs to be implemented in order to have a 

competitive advantage. 

 

The common methods to find one is by relying on supplier directories. When simply googling 

supplier directories, common results will be displayed in the SEO and most of the websites might 

scam you into charging introductory fees. There are also many middle-men who are pretending to 

be the manufacturers, and thus if one falls for them, then the margins will be much lower. Also one 

needs to distinguish a manufacturer from a supplier, and one way to do this is that manufacturers 

usually would have a poor web design, and do not heavily use of SEO. Also, the majority of 

manufacturers do not offer drop shipping services. There are also certain retailers posing as 

wholesalers, and this also would lower the margins in case one falls for this trap. This is because 

one would be charges the retail price, and these are certain scams that the majority of people fall 

for, or drop shipping suppliers with lowest Chinese quality products.  

 

Therefore, the vitality of working with a real supplier is primarily for customers’ care and value. 

At Husky n’ Me, the customer is our priority. Therefore, working with an unprofessional supplier 

will lead to customer complaints, losing more sales, and inevitably resulting in bad image of the 

company that would genuinely care for its customers. Henceforth, the suppliers that Husky n’ Me 

are dealing with have expert knowledge, professional staff, and most importantly, a personal sales 

rep. This will inevitably lead to smoother problem solving in case of any customer complaints.  

 

Therefore, to find the legitimate drop ship supplier, I had to analyze thoroughly my competitors. 

People tend to neglect the importance of vividly explore the actual competitors who are selling 
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their niche. For me, Husky n’ Me is specialized in dogs, and more specifically, the Siberian husky 

breed. Therefore, I had to search the first ten pages of Google, and list almost all websites that are 

selling in this niche. Then I had to try to use different combinations of key words in order to come 

up with different search results. This process is done repeatedly until I stumble upon the same 

websites.  

 

Why is this important? – The reason for conducting such thorough research process is because 

these companies have already been through the research process of finding legitimate suppliers. 

That is why they occur on the SEO. However, not all of them are legitimate. Therefore, once the 

list has been made, each company needs to be researched thoroughly in terms of online reviews, 

professionalism in web design, and their Facebook pages. After filtering the legitimate companies, 

I had to identify which ones do drop shipping. There are some clues that would make me pinpoint 

them. First and foremost, the stores that do not have any physical premises can most likely be doing 

drop shipping. This means that there will not be any physical address of some sort mentioned on 

their websites, especially their About Us page and Contact Us. No showrooms, no physical stores, 

or warehouses mentioned in their platforms makes it highly probable that they do drop shipping. 

Sometimes, there are some stores that needs to be outsmarted. They would very bluntly mention 

that they do not rely on third parties, or some similar phrases. This means that they are more likely 

to do drop shipping because there is no reason to mention that fact in the first place. The fact that 

they mentioned it means that they are vulnerable with regards to that aspect. Now that I had a much 

smaller list of stores that have high probabilities of doing drop shipping, I can start the research 

process of listing the brands because most of them have an option to categorize their products by 

brands. Those brands are most probably the companies that do good quality drop shipping for them. 

They are extremely hard to find, and can almost never be found using the standard google search.  

 

In order to contact the suppliers, it is preferable to call them. However, I chose to email people who 

are dealing with trade accounts in every brand that I was interested in. This was done after browsing 

through the products that they offer and that have acquired my attention. Keeping professional 

emails simple and straight forward is essential in grabbing their attention, one of the sample emails 

that were sent is as follows:  
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Figure 9.2.1    Example of an Email Sent to a Supplier at Nooeepet 

 

 

9.3    TRADEMARKING AND RESELLER’S AGREEMENT 

One of the safest way to operate online is to trademark. Everything that is being exposed online at 

Husky n’ Me has been registered. After successfully passing the Trademark Electronic Search 

System (TESS), and filing the registration form, I was granted the registered trademarking of the 

logo, meaning that ® could be used instead of ™.  

 

The importance of having a reseller’s agreement with each and every supplier is that it is the most 

ethical way of conducting business, and also it is safe in reinforcing the brand I am trying to build. 

The agreement gives me the opportunity to use the logo in the supplier’s product images. This is 

because the main objective of Husky n’ Me as well as the supplier who will be drop shipping is to 

make sales. If reinforcing the brand will bring sales to the supplier, then any alterations on my 

behalf is welcomed.  
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The following is a sample reseller’s agreement that is filled with suppliers (for privacy and 

confidentiality reasons, the real agreements can’t be shared): 

 

 
Figure 9.3.1    Example of Reseller’s Agreement 

 

Therefore, it is essential to establish an agreement between the supplier and the store owner, me, 

in order to ensure the legality of all transactions made along with abiding by business ethics.  
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10 PRICING STRATEGIES & MARKETING STRATEGIES 
 

The pricing and the online marketing strategies is extremely crucial in turning visitors into sales. 

Husky n’ Me is implementing pricing strategies that it believes is the most appropriate given the 

market competition. Certain marketing strategies are implemented in order to target the right 

customers.  

 

10.1    PRICING STRATEGY 

Husky n’ Me mainly uses the market-skimming pricing strategy as well as market penetration 

pricing where it sees fit. This is because Husky n’ Me wants to skim over revenue layers in the 

market, through setting relative prices in accordance to the quality of the product. This means that 

certain prices of products might be high, because of the quality that is being given as well. Another 

reason that allowed for such decision is because throughout the research process of the suppliers, I 

have not found many competitors in the husky market. This means that there is still room to enter 

the market, and it will be hard for competitors to underprice the products. Some sales and low 

prices are being assigned to certain products in order to gain more buyer and have more sales’ 

growth.  

 

The shipping prices range from free to $2.99 maximum; therefore, the shipping price is being 

integrated within the product’s price and I made sure to use free shipping option, in a transparent 

manner, which means upon purchasing any of the products, the customer will not have to choose 

any shipping method. The following is the screenshot of the free shipping caption written on the 

cart page:  

 
Figure 10.1.1    Transparency in FREE SHIPPING and Shipping Duration 
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Furthermore, the pricing of every product is being listed in an organized fashion using an excel 

sheet in order to keep track of the product’s wholesale cost per unit, shipping price, and the price 

assigned per unit, in order to have a clear idea of the profit margin that will be made in every 

product. The following is a screenshot of the table used to organize the pricing, but for privacy 

and confidentiality reasons, the data will not be shown:  

 

 
Figure 10.1.2    Screenshot of Product Price Listing 

 

As can be seen, the highest shipping price is being taken into account in order to calculate the worst 

case scenario. Furthermore, certain costs are being discounted; however, during the listing of 

prices, I have accounted for the original prices of every product in order to calculate the worst case 

scenarios. This means that the margins are relatively high due to constant discounts that I would 

receive from the suppliers.  
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10.2    ONLINE MARKETING STRATEGIES 

The online marketing strategy is the most vital strategies to take into account. This is because it 

will act as the channel between the storefront and the customers. Two strategies are being 

implemented in terms of online advertisement: Google Webmasters Tools – Search Console, and 

Facebook Pixel.  

 

10.2.1    GOOGLE WEBMASTERS 

Google webmasters allows you to monitor the search traffic in Google of the website as well as 

improve the search presence. First step is that Google asks the person to verify the domain. The 

way Husky n’ Me verified the domain is through the use of meta tag verification method. This 

means that Google gives us a specific HTML tag to be copied and pasted on theme.liquid file. The 

following is the tag to be pasted:  

 
After the verification process is completed, then the redirection to the search console will be made. 

This will give you access to the dashboard in order to upload the sitemap that will help Google 

better understand how to crawl the website.  

 

 
Figure 10.2.1.1    Sitemap of Husky n’ Me – sitemap.xml 

 

After the sitemap is uploaded, it takes several days for Google to crawl and index the pages and 

the website. 
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10.2.2    FACEBOOK PIXEL 

Before outlining the procedures taken in order to set up the Facebook Pixel, it is important that I 

had to think ahead of time in order to maintain a certain timeline stability in terms of creating the 

official Husky n’ Me Facebook Page and Instagram Page. The website redirects the user to these 

pages in a new tab so that the website remains in one tab unclosed. The Facebook page had to be 

created ahead of time in order to populate it with posts in a timely manner. This is because when 

the ay comes in spending money on Facebook Pixel Advertisements, the page will have already 

been populated with a couple of posts and not utterly empty. The exact same strategy is applied on 

the Instagram. The following are the two screenshots of the Facebook Page and Instagram Page, 

respectively. 

 

 
Figure 10.2.2.1    Official Facebook Page of Husky n’ Me 
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Figure 10.2.2.2    Official Instagram Page of Husky n’ Me 

 

The tips for Facebook page is claiming the Facebook page because of the upmost power of the 

keywords. This is known as claiming the Facebook page vanity URL, and this will give your page 

a URL with the name of your page, and in Husky n’ Me’s case, it will be: 

www.facebook.com/huskynme. Since keyword optimization is one of the most fundamental form 

of on-site SEO, we need to use keywords in strategic places on the Facebook page. These pages 

are the About, Description, and Mission sections since these are sections that get pulled as SEO 

elements. Last but not least, another hint for the SEO ranking through the use of the Facebook page 

is through including the inbound links to the Facebook page in other channels, such as personal 

blogs or twitter profile. This makes the page more authoritative according to Google.   
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Furthermore, through the use of websites such as the www.courseenvy.com/longteailpro in order 

to evaluate long tail keywords, in terms of the volume, and average keyword competitiveness (KC). 

The higher the volume and the KC, the least likely shall we go with that particular long tail 

keyword.  

 

What is Facebook Pixel? – Facebook Pixel is basically a piece of code for the website to track 

measurements, optimize, as well as build audiences for the website. It creates more effective 

approaches in building the advertisement campaigns because it leverages people’s actions in the 

website. Firstly, it measures conversions, which are sales, signups, access cart, and more. It creates 

two types of audiences:  

 

✌ Custom Audiences: The recent visitors of the website. These include people who have 

added an item to the cart, visited product page, or just signed up to become a customer.  

✌ Lookalike Audiences: These are people who are similar to the best customers of the website.  

 

After choosing a pixel name (one pixel per Ad account), then you can install an Event Code. This 

means that these event codes have to be installed in specific pages of the websites where these 

particular actions occur, such as search event, add to cart, purchase. After installing the pixels, you 

can check the pixel’s status, and it needs to be active. Now that the pixel is active, we can use it to 

track custom conversions or to create custom a custom audience. The Facebook ad needs the ad 

account which you can choose to be your personal account or the business account under the 

Facebook Business Manager. The four basic steps that we have to pass through in order to create 

the ad, which are: Campaign, Ad Account, Ad Set, and finally the Ad confirmation and 

Customization.  

 

Through integrating the Facebook account with the Instagram business page, the ads representing 

an Instagram business page can be included in the ads campaign. The following is a snapshot of 

the integrated Instagram layout inside the Facebook page.  
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Figure 10.2.2.3    Instatab and Instagram Integration  

 

Other ads that are available and can be pursued are lead generation ads, dynamic ads, Instagram 

ads on Facebook, local business ads on Facebook, ads in Facebook Messenger, Facebook Offers 

and Offer Ads. However, these types of ads are not going to be covered thoroughly since they have 

not yet been implemented and conducted by Husky n’ Me since it is just in its starting phase.  
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11 NOTIFICATIONS  
 

Rendered through Liquid, the notifications sent to the customers are templated using HTML to 

layout the email body, and are using the properties in accordance with the template concerned. The 

list of notifications sent to the customers range from customer account welcome, to the shipping 

confirmation. The following are some of the email notification templates that are received by the 

customers. 

 

 
Figure 11.1    Customer Account Welcome Email Notification   
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Figure 11.2    Order Fulfillment  Email Notification   
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12 CONCLUSION 

 
All in all, this project has been one of the most fascinating experiences. The e-commerce world as 

we have come to know it now is a vibrant community, and with the rise of AI, deep learning, and 

various other technologies, it is rather difficult to know how the e-commerce world will be molded 

in accordance with the upcoming technologies. The online platform is running optimally and 

maintenance and evolution will be constantly taken care of in order to meet the customers’ demands 

and preferences. Hopefully this business will end up being a successful one.  

 

12.1    ACHIEVEMENTS 

Thankfully, the capstone project is completed and the website is up and running. The business 

model is the primary focus now that the web application has been implemented. The focus is now 

poured on the online social marketing aspect in the sense that the ad campaigns needs to be done 

optimally. There are strategies to trace the best way to target the audiences, and the main one that 

will be used for the long term is the A/B Split Testing, which is taking a samples and testing two 

sets of 50% of the population, and verify which one of them had generated a higher conversion 

rate. Then choose the best strategy to continue the Facebook ads campaign.  

 

12.1    OBSTACLES AND OUTCOMES 

The obstacles that were faced mainly concerned debugging Liquid code, as well as implementing 

more of a modern template rather than a “deadly” looking one or a static template that is less 

pleasing to the eye. Several effects and elements had to be taken into account, analyzing other 

modern websites such as Gucci, since they spent more money on perfecting the front end. The 

Parallax effect was inspired by their website in fact. The other types of obstacles faced concerned 

contacting supplier and the hassle of finding reliable ones. Waiting for their response was 

frustrating; however, the ones replying two days later or more were neglected form the list due to 

their unprofessionalism since it hints that they do not have reliable customer services.   
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13 SCREENSHOTS OF Husky n’ Me 

 
Figure 13.1    Home Page Upper Part   

 

 
Figure 13.2    Home Page Mid-Part 
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Figure 13.3    Products Collections Upper Part   

 
 

 
Figure 13.4    Products Collections Lower Part   
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Figure 13.5    For Your Husky - Harnesses    

 

 

 
Figure 13.6    Husky Pendant - Jewelry 
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Figure 13.7    Login Page 

 
 
 

 
Figure 13.8    Your Cart 
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Figure 13.9    Checkout Page 
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